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Abstract: Cloud Computing has emerged as one of the finest growing technology in today’s era with the help of its fundamental services which help in making the capabilities of IT Technology reusable and this is what makes it unique and so popular among the IT enthusiasts. Although along with services being provided, security is also what a user requires to ensure the viability of a system. This paper proposes a feasible mechanism for reliable delivery of services and information and validation of applications of cloud among the data possessor, cloud executive and a client via trusted methodologies. Maintaining confidentiality of the data and secure information is the ultimate aim and focus has also been given on trusted access to the secure data. The objective has been tried to be achieved by devising an algorithm which ensures complete security and reliability of a user’s data and information by keeping it secured in a folder, which will then be encoded by the user itself and the key to decode the specific folder will only be with the authorized person. Separate work has been done on the ways by which data will be stored at the Cloud Executive’s side, after which the required queries will be implemented to encode the data and then how the authorized resource will be able to decode the folder. This ensures complete reliability of the data at the Cloud Executive’s side and also can prove to be very efficient and easy for a user to do so. The proposed mechanism will not only help the users and clients to maintain confidentiality and integrity of their data but also the level of security which may already be provided will also be enhanced and the cloud realm will become more viable for the data possessors too. A secure system will be ensured in the end and that is the end goal today for any person who requests and uses services of the web.

Index Terms: Data Possessor, Cloud Executive, Query Encoding, Folder Decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a cross functional approach in which a cloud is a provides services to a user, by giving him access to the data and hardware required, via a Cloud Executive (CE). Some of the operations which take place are – Allocating data at run time, retrieval of data, sharing the resources available. Moreover, the key features and services provided by the cloud computing environment also includes high reliability, very large scale for business practices, on-demand service and low-cost [1]. Since cloud environment offers all these services under one environment, security concerns such as Data Breaching, Insufficient Identity, Insecure Interfaces, and APIs, System Vulnerabilities, Account Hijacking, Data Loss, Denial of Service, Malicious Insiders, Insufficient Due Diligence, Abuse, and Nefarious use of Cloud Services, Advanced Persistent Threats, etc., becomes of major concern here [2]. That is why the need for creating a secure architecture for cloud storage is very important. Confidentiality or security issues in cloud can be dealt by providing an abstraction of the data. It provides the reliability to a user to be ensured that his data is in safe and secure hands. The important services which a user can access in a cloud environment are: core layer, foundation layer, and topmost layer.

A. Core Layer

The core layer serves to provide the main functions, optimality and requirements. It creates a platform for the next two services being provided and provides a visualization and creates a concept on what to do next. It acts as the base layer and generates a platform for services to be put into action. Sharing of parts and applications is also provided by this layer which may include the computer’s storing memory, processing system, its functioning power, and everything else which can be provided by a Cloud Resource Sharer.

B. Foundation Layer

The foundation layer provides the area to work upon for the topmost layer in a cloud realm. All types of services and any types of software requested by an end user in a cloud environment can be accessed via a browser over Internet by the PaaS providers, increasing easiness of a user of not requiring to use any kind of service on his server. The main role of this layer comes in when companies with tight budgets need to use these services but with limited resources, then they can do that using this layer and can use their own cloud platform to use and provide sharing and storing of data, without the need of any software requirement from outside. This improves the efficiency and usability of this layer making it easily accessible for all. It is further divided into two layers – Cloud Application Software and Mid Software Foundation of Cloud where the prominent functionalities of the foundation layer are carried out.
C. Topmost Layer

The topmost layer of cloud realm, and the functionality and professional working of this layer can be viewed as – It acts like the platform through which a user can communicate with a cloud, and thus it can be viewed as a replication of the interface of a cloud platform.

It is not necessary for this layer to always have an abundant quantity of resources to work upon, even though it is the layer which provides the utilities for a cloud environment. The main components which are required for this layer to work is only a functional PC with a running internet browser.

Cloud has been on a boom since quite some time and has been growing rapidly in many fields since it was born. Also, since in this age there is no assurance of job security or nation’s economy, various sectors in industry are realizing the use of this service and how it can prove to be a boon for many. It can provide quick delivery of services and important entities and also give a push to data providers and this can all be achieved at a very minimal rate.

II. RELATED WORK

The mechanisms proposed provide enhancement of secure services and information which travels from the Data Possessor (DP) to a client via the Cloud Executive (CE). This is achieved by creation of a folder at DP’s end and uploading all the data which needs to be stored and accessed on the cloud in it and then locking it to provide confidentiality and integrity from the Cloud Executive’s side. This ensures security of data from unauthorized users or from invaders. This technique is known as Folder locking procedure performed at CE end by DP. This strategy also ensures that another user’s data remain confidential and no unauthorized user gains its access. The next step is implemented when there is a request from the client’s side to provide access to the information requested, and then he gives his credentials and statements regarding the required information to the web portal. This is required to be assured that no data suspicious user to know about the data transaction between CE and DP. The interaction between Cloud Executive and client or a Data Possessor and a client is achieved via the key sharing mechanism. We have relied upon this mechanism as a mode of interaction between a Cloud Executive and client or a Data Possessor and a client as it generates a new security key for every runtime making the system efficient and more secure and trustworthy. Security has been given utmost importance to a cloud storage and environment in this paper, since it has become very essential to for a user to secure his data in this modern age. Also whereas working on a cloud computing environment, there are some patterns or requirements, that can be considered by enterprises when they are approaching data integration within cloud-based domains [4]. Such as supporting a hybrid cloud, supporting big data, centralized integration platform, ability to empower end user, maximizing reuse, no-code approaches, providing security, governance, and data management, analytics, and predictive intelligence etc.

Aobing Sun has also discussed a one quantifiable security evaluation system for single or cross cloud platform [3]. That system consists of database, module, scanning engine, recovery engine, evaluation model for defining the security threats & studying aspects of security sets. Also, a Cloud Threat Defense integrated cloud-native scalable solution [2]. It focuses on the endpoint and cloud security control logs for creating a unified security operational tool has also been proposed. In addition to this, Tasnim Kabir & Muhammad Abdullah Adnan have also discussed a security analysis for cloud in which they propose to use secure keys for proper authorization and for secure delivery of the data [5]. Their system guarantees to fulfill the necessary requirements of the major challenges which a user or a Cloud Executive might come across. They are
Correctness, Completeness, and Security. Thus, the focus on improving and greatly enhancing Cloud Computing’s security has been of prime concern since long, and has been under study to benefit all the cloud users and to give them a secure interface for sharing and transferring their data in a reliable way. The different key elements of Cloud Security have also been depicted in Fig. 3. All these things are therefore, only motivating a Cloud User to secure his data and ensure a safe transaction to avoid any loss or theft.

A new mechanism proposed for enhancing and improving security for the data being reserved in folders is Folder Locking. This has been further described at Cloud Executive’s end, pictorially in Fig. 5 in which the data requested by the user is been transmitted on the cloud, and it done by having the CE checking the User Id of each user in the predefined list and then creating a folder and the Data Possessor then sends and syncs the coded and decoded data inside that folder. The folder is then sealed using the unique key of the Data Possessor.

III. DEISED SYSTEM

Our devised system’s primary focus is that there should be a reliable delivering of information among cloud users. A Data Possessor, Cloud Executive, and the Client are the three main cloud users. In Fig. 4 data is being requested by a user from a Data Possessor.

The Data Possessor then first checks the identity of the User and a record in the predefined list for the information requested by the user is created and then a copy of that predefined list is sent to the Cloud Executive. When the appeal is made to the Data Possessor, the Cloud Executive checks the availability of resources from the Resource Provider and then on sufficient availability a confirmation is sent to the client and then when the client again appeals for the information from the Cloud Executive he sends a Request for granting authorized access to the data which is encoded via Request Encoding server and the information request response is sent via the same server.

IV. DEISED MECHANISM

A number of steps take place in between requesting of data by the user and Data Possessor, and retrieving data from Cloud Executive, such as requesting data from its owner, storing unique ID or data request in a predefined list, encoding data because of confidentiality issues, putting it in the destined folder, locking the folder, and processing the request to provide access to the correct data to the user. Taking all this into consideration, following stated mechanism or steps have been devised accordingly. The steps have further been constructed into three separate algorithms for ease of the Cloud Executive so that each part can be processed more efficiently and be independent of the remaining steps, so that bugs can be detected thus proving to be more reliable functional and better looking for the Cloud Executive.

A. Mechanism for accumulating data at CE
V. EXAMINATION OF DEvised METHODOLOGY

A. Confidentiality

The main requirement of security is none other than confidentiality. So in this system, confidentiality has been tried to be balanced between Cloud Executive and Data Possessor. This is achieved by the Cloud Executive not viewing the information of Data Possessor which has been transmitted on the cloud server as it was strongly encoded (secure key & general key encoding) which in turn gives a more secure and reliable platform as compared to any other mechanism as shown in Fig.6.

Security analysis like security against passive attacks, security against active attacks have also been discussed by Jian Shen [7]. Likely they will also be maintained and worked upon once the current algorithm will be completely implemented.

Confidentiality is they key element whereas transferring any data and thus the end user and the Cloud Executive both needs to ensure that the Data Possessor is capable of maintaining its integrity. This proposed mechanism makes sure of that.

Moreover, making a secure server becomes very important for a Cloud Executive when there is a vast amount of data that needs to be stored on the Cloud, and the probability of potential thefts thereby increase. This mechanism can reduce that theft and maintain the integrity of the stored data to a vast extent.

B. Validation and Reliability

The Data Possessor (DP) and Cloud Executive (CE) require validation between them which is achieved via encoded data and predefined list using a unique key of Data Possessor and validation between Cloud Executive and user is given by a Digital Proof.

This validation is required so as to ensure that correct and secured data is being transferred to the correct user across the cloud. This validation of data also needs to be provided to the end user for ensuring that he gets the correct and authorized information.

Reliability of data is given by MD5 which acts as a coding mechanism when Data Possessor transmits the information to the Data Manager then code is given by the Data Possessor, replicating the process which was done by Data Possessor for user too. Upon receiving data from the Data Manager, user checks whether the hash matches or not. It accepts the data in case of matching, otherwise communicate to the Data Possessor that the data was interfered with in between. This is how reliability is assured.

Validating and maintaining the integrity of data thus both need to go hand in hand for successful implementation of this algorithm and for maintaining the security at both the Data Possessor’s side and at the Cloud Executive’s side.

For better performance evaluation we have also taken into account the different algorithms which can be used and assessed by each of their performances to predict which one gives the best performance. It provides a clear picture for a Cloud user to know why the mechanism being used is reliable and ensures safety of data.
Many works done on cloud security and enhancement of the same have tried to protect the integrity and confidentiality of their client’s data so that better and reliable service can be provided without the worry of data leakage or unauthorized access to someone else’s data on the cloud.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between methodologies based on enhancement of security

Improving security enhancement using encoded keys and General key key encoding in Fig. 7 have been examined on the context of security level. Strong and efficient performance can be achieved by strong encoding.

C. Capability based Access Control

In our devised system, the authority to for changing and removing the information which is inside the predefined list is with the Data Possessor. All users are classified into the cap list. Horizontal division (row wise) is done in the Access Matrix (AM) for them. Matrix is decided based on the users and not on the basis of the file groups to be used. Following this strategy gives an improved feature because information is frequently used by the designated client as compared to the rest of the clients.

![Fig. 7 Comparing performance enhanced by computation on general key and key sharing algorithm](image)

Key encoding can be difficult whereas using general keys as compared to other, which is shown in Fig. 7. This is because key sharing has been used in the devised system between the client and information.

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

All three of the algorithms have been implemented independently so that great efficiency and usability of the mechanism can be achieved for the enhancement of security in securing important and confidential data. Maximum confidentiality and integrity has been tried to be provided to a user along with ensuring correct authorized access to the data. Easiness of a user in securing his data will be increased along with the flexibility to select the authority of his data. The algorithms have been constructed in such a way to create an efficient system by which maximum security can be provided by comparing the reliability and validity with other methodologies and how the level exceeds than the other one. Further modifications and updates have been made keeping that in consideration, and implementation has also been done till a certain level which can ensure the working of the system proposed. Further research and development is also under action and is being worked upon on. A secure system is what a user will gain in the end. In an era of Fog Computing and its legal developments, and other growing technologies using the cloud are being proposed and are under implementation, secure and authorized access to data becomes important for users as well as for cloud service providers for reliable use of the services [6].
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